is defined similarly. We shall investigate here only the case ctr = -/>r; the case ar = can be easily reduced to the preceding case. We may then write R
In the first part we shall always assume that Re j-= 0 implies Im JT = 0. In the second part we drop this restriction. Furthermore, we need the following Banach spaces (a, p > 0 ) :
it can be shown that these spaces form Banaoh algebras, whose space of maximal Ideals can be identified with P . form Banach algebras, whose gpace of maximal ideals can lie identified with P .
If a e then a generates a bounded linear operator T on l Ptfl defined by B J-o ( [3] , [7] ). This operator is called Toeplitz operator. For this operator to be invertlble it is necessary and sufficient that a(t) 4 0 (|t| = 1) and Ind a = ¿p argfale 1 *)) 0>
i.e. a is an inrertible element of W^*! 0 of index zero/< [3] fr. For p = 2 the operator T_ can be identified with a singular integral operator of a special form. In order to investigate Toeplitz operators T , whose generating functions a(t) ci are of the form (7), it is necessary to introduce same new spaces. In the sequel, by P n (n = 0,1,...) we demote the projection, whioh is defined in all these spaces by Furthermore, we use the notation S = I -P. ' n n If a Toeplitz operator T^ is defined on such a space and if there holds b" = 0, n 2 0 (b _ • 0. n 2 0), then n * -n it is easy to see that P" P" = T h P, S" T h S" = S n T. nbn b'nbn no (P_ T>, P" = P" S" T^ S n = T SJ. nbn n d* nbn an In order to simplify the investigation we Bhall give the proof of these theorems only in the case -1<grr. In an appendix we will prove that the operators converge strongly to the identity operator on certain spaces.
In the second part of this paper we will prove Theorems 1 and 2 for functions a = 9b, where b belongs to certain classes M of functions with W 1,0 cMcsJ. Lemma. Let the points t H be distinct (i = 1,...,k) and let
Then there holds dim ker T^ = 0 for T^ : 1 P »M -l p ' ^ (¿¿>0) , and the image space l^'^id) = im T^ is a Banach space with the norm ||f|| = ||g||iPt^ ^g = f.
The projections P Q converge strongly to the identity operator on the space lP»^(6), if there holds
The last assertion will be proved in an appendix; the first assertion follows frota section 5. T " T Tr 1 = 1 " T, T T = T " T, t n t -n 6 t n t n 6 t -n t n t n <5 2. The convergenoe of the reduction method Ve need a simple construction. Let X be an arbitrary linear space, a:X --X a linear and invertible operator on X and S : X -X a linear projeotion, Q = I -S. It is easy to cheok that S a S is invertible on rng S if and only if Qa~1 Q 1 ' is invertible on rog Q. Furthermore, in tiila case oan be proved.
Asymptotic formulas for Toeplitz determinants
Obviously, the matrix (»i.^i k=0 can be identified with T (a). Let the conditions of 5 2 be fulfilled. Then we have D (a) 4 0 for n sufficiently large. Let n jr a^ »-l^y log Me 1 *) dy (n = 0,+1,...).
-J!
Using the relations We now put a Q -9 b fl , -t = b _t p n From (15) we get D lc (a n ) i 0 for k>n and D"(a n ) = "P- 8 o' k>n -
Thus we obtain B k (a n ) = (exp s 0 ) n+1 B(a), k2n.
Let a n (h) = (1 -^f) (l -j^) b n , 0<h <1. , Then for a Q (h) there hold the classical Strong Szegfi Limit Theorem in the !form (see [9] ) D k (a n (h)) = (exp s Q ) k+1 E(a n (h)), k £ n.
A simple computation gives 00 E(a n (h))=exp]T; jm s^nJs^UMs^n)^ hVf + s m (n)r 2 h m t£)) , m=1
and 00 E(a n (h)) --^ E(a n )=exp £ m s m (n)s_ m (n)-s m (n) (^t^+^tj). m=1
For sufficiently large m and n>m we have log D m (a)-log D m (a n )=log E(a)-log E(a n )+logn m (a)-logri m {a n ) = Using the density of all finite sequences in l^'^(d), we get the assertion for the general case.
